









system. useful. in. interpreting.
data.on.missionary.family.tran-
sition.. Because. families. are.
dynamical. systems,. patterns.
of. interactions,. response. to.
change,. and. family. outcomes.
can.only.by.assessed.over.time..
Longitudinal.research.offers.the.




loops. in. family. interactions,.
self-similarity.and.self-organiza-










tion. of. Worldview. Concepts. for.
Christian.Mission
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D.Miss.
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The. Adventist. emphasis. on.







the difficult task of working to 
change. the. underlying. world-
view.premises.that.drive.behav-
ior..The.emphases.on.cognitive.
beliefs. and. behavior. have. fre-
quently. generated. syncretism,.
created.loyalty.based.on.surface.
advantage. instead. of. deeper.








the. material. for. a. discussion.











formation. were. suggested. rec-
ommending.a.biblically.shaped.
worldview.process.for.worldview.
transformation and, finally, im-
plications.of.worldview.studies.
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to. the. following. conclusions;.
first, it is essential for missions 
that.missionaries.and.ministers.
undertake.a.personal.worldview.
analysis. that.will. enable. them.
to.perceive.how.their.worldview.
assumptions. influence. their.
beliefs,. values,. judgment,. and.




reencounter. with. God.. Sec-
ond,. it. is. essential. to. conduct.
a. thorough.worldview.analysis.
of. people. in. context.. Careful.
worldview. analysis. determines.
the.best.strategies.for.missions..
The final goal of Adventist mis-
sions. is. worldview. transfor-
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